
Chapter-8

More on Python



 A variable is a storage location that stores the values
that can be changed during the program execution.

 While creating programs in Python, you may require
some storage location to hold the values to be used
later. Whenever you need these values, you can draw
them from the storage and use them for processing.

 These locations  that are used to store values in 
memory are known as variable.

 A variable can store only one data value at a time.

 When a new value is stored in a variable, its previous value 
gets overwritten.



a=10 #the value of 10 is stored in the variable a.

b=20 #the value of 20 is stored in the variable b.

c=a*b #the product of a and b, i.e. 10*20=200 is stored in the variable

c.



 When you are specifying any variable name, you need to follow 

certain rules:-

▪ A variable name must start with an alphabet(capital or small) or an underscore( 

_ ).

▪ A variable name can consist of alphabets, digits, and underscore. No other 

character is allowed.

▪ A Python keyword cannot be used as a variable name.

▪ Space is not allowed in a variable name.

A keyword is a word that conveys a special meaning to the compiler.



 A variable name can be of any length. 

 Variable names are case-sensitive (e.g. roll_num and 

Roll_num are different variable names).

 Examples of some valid variable names are:-

Studentid, student_address, minvalue, max_val, age1980, a4b

Following are the examples of some invalid variable names:-

Invalid Variable Name Reason

Book Name Space is not allowed.

90Price Variable name cannot start with a digit.

Book.Price Dot is not allowed

Book@Author Special characters are not allowed.

min ‘min’ is a keyword in Python, so it cannot be used as  a 
variable name. 



 Print ( ) function can be used in the Interactive 

mode  as well as in the Script mode.

 It is used to display user-defined messages on the 

screen.

 Using print function you can also show the result 

of an expression, once it is processed.

 There are many parameters or arguments that can 

be passed in the print( ) function. 

 For example:-





 You can use many separators with print ( ) function 

to format the displayed result. These include:-

▪ ‘ , ’(Comma) : To print the next value after space.

▪ ‘\n’(newline) :To print the new value in the next line.

▪ ‘\t’(tab) : To print the next value after a tab space(1 

tab=5spaces)

▪ For Example:-





 IDLE is an Integrated Development Environment for 

editing and running Python commands. 

 If you type an arithmetic expression at the Python 

prompt and press the Enter key, the interpreter 

automatically evaluates it and display the results. 

 In this case, the interpreter acts as a simple calculator.

 It executes instructions one line at a time.

 For example:-





Q1. Define Variable with a suitable example.

Q2. Define Keyword with an example.

Q3. Write down the rules to identify Variable 

names with an example.

Q4. Define the following with an example:

a)Print ( ) function

b) IDLE


